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CP: See after the interview you will go to Shimla for training, there you see people interacting each
other and then find suitable and marry but after some years they divorce, what is your inference,
why do they do like this?
me: There can be n number of reasons like as both are civil servants may be because of lack of
time they don't have time to take care each-other because of which communication gap between
the two as they are posted in different places/states, or may be due to EGO clash, may be the
competition among each other in the career,..(so CP smiled and looked to M1)
M1: You have done Bsc(PCM), then joined Bank, working in bank did Msc(Maths), and now you
have took Psychology and Kannada Literature as your option, Why Kannada? Do you like it? (they
were going through my biodata in detail)
me: Yes I like Kannada very much as it is my mother tongue. (M1 smiles and said Thank GOD you
didn't select Pali language as your option)
M1 Can you trace the history of Kannada Language?
me: Yes sir, started protrating Kannada literature history starting from kaviraja marga to the
modern literature
M2: Can you name Kannada poets and whom do you like most?
me: Yes sir, I have read the books of KUVEMPU, PoornaChandra Tejaswi, DVG, Girish
Karnad, explained some of the works of each poet.
M2: Do you like Girish Karnad's work? why?
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me: Yes, for example in "Nagamandala" he has explained the characters so nicely and can be
understood easily.
M3: Can you tell us about Karnataka mining issue? What is illegal mining?
me: Mining should be done according to the rules and regulations, explained in detail and if it is
done bypassing those rules then it is illegal mining, then interrupting my answer (M3: Whom to be
blamed for this? ) so answered like everyone is involved here starting from Revenue Officer, Forest
Officer and above all the Politician have a higher hand.
M4: Do you know which mining company in Karnataka is doing legal mining and which is not
performing well and almost closed now?
me: didn't know the answer for this (i was thinking, so he told the answer as it is the Kudhremukh
mining company)
M5: Do you think fragmenting Telegana from Andhra will help in improving the things?
me: No sir, even without fragmenting telgana the issues can be resolved and improve socioeconomic aspects, immediately M5 stoped and said how come you say that we have seen the
fragmented states are doing very well.
M6: What about Lokpal Bill implementation? what do you think?
me: Lokpal Bill can be implemented but it is almost near to dictatorship - like can remove PM on
its own decision according to the commitee for his mistake, the committee can take any decision
of its own.
M6: As a psychologist, how do you do negotiations on this bill?
me: I answered but it was not convenicing to them...
Finally Chairperson said enough, enough and concluded my interview.
(in this way it ended my interview), I feel i could have done much better.
Thanks,
Rajeshwari
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